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Key Ideas and Questions: 

• What are our minimum standards of living and who is responsible for providing this?  

• Are these standards of living provided through wage or through services? 

• What role does the state play in implementing policies on a familial level? 

• The arrangement of social and economic relationships and how sustainable they are 

• The interactions between social security and employment  

• Questions and principles around: what we can ‘afford’, social order, needs of the 
market, individual choice, accountability, social justice 

• How social policy can change behaviour, not just respond to behaviour  

• Should it change behaviour? Is that what it is designed for? 

• Who gets to define need? How it is often those in power that define need (thus 
reinforcing that need and disparity perhaps?) 

Overview of Unit: 

• Amanda Elliot (UoS coordinator) background in policy advising for parliament, research 
interest in economic and climate policy, videogaming and gender (ethical communication) 
➔ Go to her for administrative questions/special considerations/Canvas  

• Leanne Stevenson (gender and work) + Patrick Locke (education policy) -> tutors 
What we are covering in the unit:   

1. Introduction of Australian social policies and the welfare state 
2. History and specificity of the welfare state 
3. Analysis of specific policies  
4. Values and principles of the welfare state 
5. Connect theoretical debate and policies  
6. Relationship between states, markets, families, communities, individuals  
- How social policy emerges in a history of change – hence why policy change can be long 

term (e.g SSM, Paid Maternity Leave took decades to be introduced) 
What is Social Policy: 

- Social and economic arrangements of everyday life: about almost everything? 
- Seen as driven by government but increasingly private sector organisations are involved:  

▪ Robo-debt 
▪ Private security at Manus Island 
▪ Job network sites  

- Makes us question public/private partnerships  
- How we understand what it means to be a member of society (economic, social inclusion, 

participation)  
- What are our expected standards and who is responsible for providing this? Provided 

through wages or through services? 
Current Social Policy and Public Debates: 

- Contemporary Stolen Generation: Overrepresentation of Indigenous children in removals 
from families  

- State/Federal elections play into these policies  
- Ongoing debate about role of state intervening in family lives – is that legitimate? How is 

applied differently to certain families? 



- Robo-debt: lowering cost of service provision through new technology that has a 
problematic impact on household living  

- Questioning service delivery and the focus it has on election campaigns  
- Raises questions about how it is not just what is delivered, but how it is delivered 
- Muffin Break: debate about Muffin Break CEO disappointed young people aren’t willing to 

work for free 
- How industries expect unpaid labour for their own profit   
- Transformations in the labour market and how young people now interact with industries 

through voluntary work, internships etc  

Organisation of Unit: 
Lectures/Workshops: 

- 2 workshops in semester: 1 for assessment, 1 for federal budget analysis  
- Lectures include 15-20 minutes for general discussion of policy debate (bring 

contributions for this!) 
- Drawing together existing policy, research, theory  
- Lecture recordings will be available but should not replace attendance  
- Content from the lectures MAY appear in the quizzes – 4 quizzes throughout sem 

Tutorials: 
- From Week 2  
- Discussion questions each week (within module) 
- Twice a semester need to submit ‘tutorial reflections’ ready for class discussion 

(see UoS assessment table) 
- Tutorial questions drive theme of tutorial: engage by questioning readings, 

making notes based on readings  
Readings: 

- Available on Ereserve spend approx. 3-4 hours a week 
- Encouraged to extend through further readings  
- Early weeks of semester readings form basis of following weeks  
- Expectation that go beyond reading list for assessments 
- Most lectures will contain reference lists to use for assessments!  

Canvas: 
- UoS outline 
- Assessment submission 
- Lecture/tutorial overviews 
- Readings (ereserve) and other resources 

Assessments: 

• 4x online quizzes throughout the semester (on Canvas) 
- Tests knowledge from set readings and lectures over 2/3 week period 
- Understanding of definitions, meanings, terms and phrases, what scholars ‘mean’ 
- No outside research necessary: meaning based and multiple choice questions 
- Worth 5% each and available for a 4-day period (Tuesday-Friday) with no late 

completions (unless special con)-> not time limited quizzes 
- Results – including feedback not available until everyone has completed 

• 2x tutorial reflections chosen from weeks 3,4,6,8,9,10,11,12 
- 500 words each: scholarly response drawing on set readings  
- Where appropriate draw connections between the readings and other unit 

content – particularly if your reflection is further on in the semester 
- Marking matrix will be available on canvas 
- Write concisely  
- Respond to 1 different question from 2 different tutorials 



- Must be submitted by Monday 12noon of the tutorial week the question is set (no 
late submissions  

- Bring a copy to class to be used as a basis for discussion 
- Get to choose so advise that you select based on your own assessment schedule 
- Late submission not accepted without special consideration  
- Will be called out to discuss (not read out) your reflection 

• Policy Briefs: What are They? 
- Summary information provided to someone who needs to decide on an issue 
- Helps others understand a problem or a policy field  
- Can be objective/offer for and against/persuasive  
- Workshop will be in Week 5 with more detailed information about purpose, 

organisation, what to include  
- Choose a field to base brief on with recommendation to focus on policy area 

covered in unit already (although not compulsory-ask staff if want to) 
- Will be guided by set of questions 
- Brief Plan (10%) 30th April:  

 Outline policy field/draft context 

 Independent research 

 Will receive detailed feedback to guide final brief 

 500 words including paragraph and dot points 

 Recommend investing time in the plan-will make final copy much easier  
- Completed policy brief (40%) 17th June: 

 2000 words 

 Context/critique/recommendations 

 Independent research 

• Participation 
- 10% based on attendance and contribution  
- Engagement with readings and resources  

Expectations and Responsibilities: 
- Keep up with readings 
- Plan tutorial readings in advance 
- Read instructions for policy briefs  
- Come to lectures and tutorials with questions and thoughts 

Resources: 
- Disability services support  
- Encouraged to seek this if necessary 
- Special consideration is available-encouraged to email Amanda if needed 
- Other student services available: financial, employment, health, counselling… 

 

SCPL2601 – Australian Social Policy 

Summaries: Week 2 

What is Social Policy? 

5/3/2019 

Key Ideas 

• Everyday popular culture and experiences are reflective, and indicative of social policy and 
they raise questions about what social policy could be 

• What dependencies are constructed by our social and economic institutions 



• Social policies do not always pursue what is in the best interest of those they are acting 
on, but often act politically and for the benefit of those already privileged  

• Normative and empirical dimensions are entwined – cannot engage with one without 
engaging with the other 

• Specific policies and the field of scholarships are concerned with: 
- The regulation and formation of social relationships and relations of power  
- Concerned with critique but also imagining alternatives to institutional arrangements 
- Resource allocation/distribution  
- Values/principles – how are these tied up in and reflected in our social policies  

What’s been happening – social policy in the news: 
Refugee movement and Human Rights obligations: 

- Movement of last group of refugees to America (last resort action) from offshore 
detention 

- Reflective of Australia’s reluctance to accept refugees  
- Refugee’s health status and how Australia has responded to that and debates about 

Australia’s obligation to refugee health and these in offshore sites 
- Third party services on these detention centres – a mechanism in which governments can 

remove themselves from responsibilities 
- Raises questions about responsibility of process and procedures  

Parents Next 
- Welfare program for single parents  
- Compliance regimes that people have to undertake to receive income support  
- Impacts on the program = single parent households being sanctioned due to not meeting 

difficult compliances  

Social Policy in Everyday Life 
- Pervading everyday aspects of our lives including popular culture 
- Popular culture genres for example Sci-Fi films/games:   

➢ explores what justice means 
➢ what it means to be human  
➢ alternative ideas for how society could work 
➢ evoking an ethical framework of thinking Walking Dead video game – must protect a 

child throughout the game and raises questions about how you distribute resources 
and what will have the greatest impact (on us and others) 

- Exploring dependency – what is it, who does it affect… for example how disability is 
constructed by the environments around us 

- What dependencies are constructed by our social and economic institutions? 
- Policy impacts are not just concerned with employment, dependency and so on – also 

arranges and provides context and institutional support for social relations 
➔ Mardi Gras has transformed society: Police going from abusing and assaulting 

protesters, to marching in the parade itself: legalisation of SSM 
➔ Legal example of how transformations in policy have rearranged everyday lives  

What is Social Policy? 

• Oakley (feminist sociologist – work on distribution of labour in the household)  

• Townsend (mentee of Titmuss)                                                                                    key scholars  

• Titmuss (one of ‘founding fathers’ of social policy – father of Oakley) 
Titmuss 

- Leading scholars of Social Policy particularly in post war society 
- Uncertainty in defining policy highlights enduring debates 

What is Social Policy 
- Social policy is concerned with the economic and social regulation of everyday life 
- Refers to both specific social policies and the academic discipline itself  



➔ Both concerned with wellbeing and systems that facilitate wellbeing  
➔ Specific policies (outputs, products, performance)  

- Interdisciplinary - concerned with the everyday world and what is needed for a good life 
- BUT must question how social policy is concerned with regulating policies and privileging 

some population over others  
- Social policy academics should work to critique and challenge this trend  

Why is Social Policy important? 
Questions that is poses 

• Who we are and what we are to one another? 

• Rights, responsibilities and obligations – to one another and the state 

• Who has the obligation to providing welfare? 

• The role of the state and economic systems in society and everyday lives  

• The role of other social and political institutions and power  

• Are people receiving equitable opportunities even prior to welfare/social policy? 

• What role does the family play in supporting individuals versus the state? 

• Increasing the importance of familial wealth: family economics perhaps matters more 
➔ The ability to buy a home is often dependent on family this transfer of wealth  

• To what extent can the state surveil and intervene into private and social lives? 

Social Policy as a Critical Field/ Discipline 
The Sociological Imagination (Mills) 

- Social policy referred to the ‘sociological imagination’ (C.Wright Mills) 
‘Connect lived experience with history with the institutional power relationships’ 

- Core focus of social policy is connecting private troubles with public issues 
- Policies that emerge can be seen as an expression of the way society understands and 

privileges certain relationships  
➔ the way that it provides financial support for some people and not others 
➔ how society understands its members 
➔ who within that and who is not? 

Titmuss and Dependency (1955:64) 
- Social policies emerge because “more states of dependency have been defined and 

recognised as collective responsibilities” and states responsible for these dependencies  
- ‘Man-made dependencies’: driven by social and economic pressures  
- Dependencies are something that we all experience  
- Questioning dependency as ‘abnormal’ and unusual considering we will all experience this 
- Dependencies are not about ordinary social relations but the social and economic 

structures around us 
- Dependency is something that is shaped by social policies and bound up in unequal power 

relationships  
- Dependency defined by those most powerful and impacts on those least powerful  

Examples 
➔ First national policy was the aged and invalid pension (compensation for old age): 

ensures that after a certain age, individuals are no longer expected to participate in 
the labour market and thus shapes social notions of old age itself  

➔ Child Protection: how, who, when this protection should occur is often questioned but 
the idea that society should protect children is a new one (child protection is treated 
differently for certain groups i.e Indigenous families) 

➔ Labour market protections: social policy may give individuals the right to leave an 
unsafe job – these protections shape what we consider to be socially acceptable in 
the workforce (although this idea of what is socially acceptable is debated i.e 
reasonable hours, minimum wage) 


